UIL Region II AAA Headquarters: RNHS 2.216; Coaches’ Lounge: RNHS 2.211

Important Notes:
- If another room is NOT listed for Verification and Awards, then students return to their original testing room for both.
- RNHS is the Rogers Nursing Health Sciences building on the corner of Fleishal and 5th.
- **Science** and **Current Issues and Events and Social Studies** contests are being held in Genecov 200 (see campus map for location next to Rogers Student Center)
- All **Speech Events** Postings are located in Wise Cultural Arts (corner of 5th and Mahon)
- **Students** should hangout/lounge between events in the Rogers Student Center. Students may NOT hangout in RNHS.
- **Bus Parking** is in the RNHS parking lot OR in the lot on the corner of 5th and Palmer (by Soccer/Football fields)

Friday, April 12, 2019
4:00  **Computer Science: Written** – Pirtle Tech 204
6:00  **Computer Science: Hands On** – Pirtle Tech 205

Saturday, April 13, 2019
7:30   **LD** – Open Assembly/Roll Call – JBT in WCA Building
       Ready Writing set up available in RNHS 0.017
8:00  **Computer Applications Set-Up** – RNHS, Large Computer Lab 2.293
       **Current Issues and Events** – Genecov 200; (Grading, Verification and Awards RNHS 0.015)
       **LD Debate Round I** - Pairings listed outside Browne Theatre, WCA
       **Number Sense** – RNHS 1.131 (Grading, Verification/Awards RNHS 1.118)
       **Ready Writing** – RNHS 0.017 (Verification and Awards 0.017 when ready)
       *Computers and wired printers must be set up before 8 am.
       **Due to wireless undependability, contestants should not rely on TJC’s wireless. No one will be allowed to enter to help competitors with technology issues after 8 am.
8:15  **Prose and Poetry Documentation Check** – JBT Theatre, Wise CA
8:30  **Prose and Poetry Draw** - JBT Theatre, Wise CA
     **Computer Applications** set up available in RNHS Large Computer Lab 2.293
8:45  **Computer Applications** – RNHS, Large Computer Lab 2.293 (Grading, Verification and Awards RNHS Small Computer Lab 2.294. All equipment must be removed before 10:00.
9:00  **Prose and Poetry Preliminary Round** - Rooms listed outside Browne Theatre, WCA
9:15  **LD Debate Round II** - Pairings listed outside Browne Theatre, WCA
10:00 **Calculator Applications** – RNHS 1.131 (Grading and Verification RNHS 1.118)
10:15 **Journalism: Copy Editing** – RNHS 1.116 (Judges Room RNHS 1.117)
11:00  **Accounting** – RNHS, Large Computer Lab RNHS 2.293 (Grading, Verification and Awards in Small Computer Lab 2.294)
       **Informative and Persuasive Draw** – Wise Auditorium (Note: There will not be tables or outlets available.)
       **Journalism: Newswriting** – RNHS 1.116 (Judges Room RNHS 1.117; Verification/Awards RNHS 1.116)
       **Science** – Genecov 200 (Grading, Verification and Awards RNHS 0.015)
       **Spelling/Vocabulary** – RNHS 1.131 (Grading, Verification and Awards 1.118)
11:30  Informative and Persuasive Preliminary Round - Rooms TBA
12:00  Journalism: Feature Writing - RNHS 1.116 (Judges Room RNHS 1.117; Verification/Awards RNHS 1.116)
1:30   Journalism: Editorial Writing - RNHS 1.116 (Judges Room RNHS 1.117; Verification/Awards RNHS 1.116)
Social Studies – Genecov 200 (Grading, Verification/Awards RNHS 0.015)
Prose and Poetry Final Rounds - Rooms TBA
1:45   LD Debate Round III - Pairings listed outside Browne Theatre, WCA
2:30   Journalism: Headline Writing - RNHS 1.116 (Judges Room RNHS 1.117; Verification/Awards RNHS 1.116)
Mathematics – RNHS 1.131 (Grading, Verification/Awards RNHS 1.118)
3:00   Draw for Informative and Persuasive Finals – Wise Auditorium (Note: There will not be tables or outlets available.)
3:30   Informative and Persuasive Final Round - Rooms TBA
Literary Criticism – RNHS, Large Computer Lab 2.293 (Grading, Verification/Awards in Small Computer Lab RNHS 2.294)
3:45   All Must Move out of Browne Theatre in WCA (Rehearsal begins at 4:00)
LD Announcements will be made in lobby outside of Browne from then on
5:00   LD Quarters - Pairings listed outside Browne Theatre, WCA
6:15   LD Semis - Pairings listed outside Browne Theatre, WCA
7:30   LD Finals – Pairings listed outside Browne Theatre, WCA